New York-based **BioCatch**, whose users include a number of the world\'s largest global financial institutions, has raised \$145 million funding in an investment round led by Bain Capital Tech Opportunities. The money will be used to accelerate BioCatch\'s growth -- its revenue rose 150% in 2019 -- and to broaden its product offerings and expansion into new vertical markets. BioCatch offers behavioural biometric systems that help users detect fraud and other criminal activity, including advanced social engineering voice scams. Its CEO, Howard Edelstein, noted that this form of cyber-crime has grown during the Covid-19 pandemic as more people work away from their office. "The current environment has spawned a large increase in bad actors seeking to take advantage of distracted individuals working from home or dispersed companies whose technologists are scattered in remote locations," he said. "In such times, technologies like behavioural biometrics become more important than ever."

London-based biometrics startup **Onfido** has raised \$100 million extra investment in a funding round led by TPG Growth. Onfido focuses on providing secure user identification, using AI systems to rapidly authenticate photo IDs and identity documents and so detect fraud. It will use the new funding to fast-track its business growth, accelerate its technology development and further expand globally. Onfido co-founder and CEO Husayn Kassai said: "We\'ve chosen the grow-fast path because we strongly feel that the time to solve the digital access problem is overdue, and urgently needs to be solved, for good."
